MEMORANDUM

TO: Deans and Department Heads
FROM: Jayne Harvie, Office Manager
Governance Office
DATE: March 27, 2008
SUBJECT: Undergraduate Course & Degree Requests – Addition(s)

Unless objections are received prior to April 10, 2008, the following academic course request additions will be reviewed by the Curriculum Review Committee of the Faculty Senate. Complete request material is on file in the Governance Office for review. Send objections via email to fysenat@uaf.edu or to the Governance Office, 312 Signers' Hall, 474-7964.

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE REQUESTS

SUBMITTED BY COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING AND MINES
(Submitted by Electrical & Computer Engineering)
129. NEW COURSE: CEE 424 - Introduction to Permafrost Engineering, 3 credits (3+0); to be offered alternate Spring; effective Spring 2009.

SUBMITTED BY SCHOOL OF NATURAL RESOURCES AND AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES
(Submitted by Natural Resources Management)
130. NEW COURSE: NRM 360 - GIS and Remote Sensing for Natural Resources, 3 credits (1.5+1.5); to be offered Spring of even years, first offered Spring of 2010.

SUBMITTED BY COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS
(Submitted by History)
131. NEW COURSE: HIST 123 - African Studies: Introduction to Contemporary Sub-Saharan Africa, 3 credits (3+0); to be offered as demand warrants; effective Fall 2008.

(Submitted by Journalism)
132. NEW COURSE: JRN 290 - Digital Video Editing, 3 credits (3+0); cross-listed with FLM 290; to be offered as demand warrants; effective Spring 2009.

****ADDITIONS 2-28-08****

(Submitted by Alaska Native Studies)
133. NEW COURSE: ANS 150 (s) - Topics in Alaska Regional Cultures, 1-3 credits (1-3+0); credits vary from 1-3 and course is repeatable for up to 9 credits; to be offered as demand warrants; effective Spring 2009.
134 & 135 HAVE GONE TO CORE REVIEW as of 3/18/08
(Submitted by Social Work)
134. CHANGE COURSE: SWK 306W – Social Welfare: Policies and Issues, 3 credits (3+0); drop the writing intensive designator; offered Spring; effective Spring 2009.
135. CHANGE COURSE: SWK 342O - Human Behavior in the Social Environment II, 3 credits (3+0); drop the oral intensive designator; offered Spring; effective Spring 2009.

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
(Submitted by Biology and Wildlife)
136. CHANGE COURSE: WLF 201 - Wildlife Management Principles, 3 credits (2+3); change prerequisites to add WLF 101, NRM 101; offered Spring; effective Spring 2009.

(Submitted by Chemistry and Biochemistry)
137. CHANGE COURSE: CHEM 212 (n) - Chemical Equilibrium and Analysis, 3 credits (3+0); change to 4 credits, (3+3); change catalog description to reflect lab portion; offered Fall; effective Fall 2008.

(Submitted by Mathematics and Statistics)
138. CHANGE COURSE: MATH 401W - Advanced Calculus, 3 credits (3+0); change title to Introduction to Real Analysis; change catalog description; offered Fall, effective Fall 2008.
139. CHANGE COURSE: MATH 402 - Advanced Calculus, 3 credits (3+0); change title to Intermediate Real Analysis; change catalog description; change frequency of offering to as demand warrants; effective Fall 2008.

SCHOOL OF MANAGEMENT
(Submitted by Business Administration)
140. NEW COURSE: BA 305 - Leadership Alaska: Making a Difference, 4 credits (4+0); cross-listed with LEAD 305; year-long seminar and practicum; letter grades; not repeatable; effective Fall 2008.

SUBMITTED BY COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by Ethnobotany)
141. NEW COURSE: EBOT 200 - Seminar in Ethnobotany, 1 credit (1.5+0); to be offered distance delivery and on-site at Kuskokwim Campus; course format varies to accommodate teaching locations; letter grade; not repeatable; to be offered Spring; effective Spring 2009.
142. NEW COURSE: EBOT 210 - Ethical Wildcrafting, 1 credit, (1+0); to be offered distance delivery and on-site at Kuskokwim Campus; course format varies to accommodate teaching locations; letter grade; not repeatable; to be offered Fall; effective Fall 2008.

(Submitted by Information Technology Specialist Program)
143. NEW COURSE: CIOS 250 - Intermediate Networking and LAN Infrastructure, 4 credits (4+0); to be offered as demand warrants; effective Spring 2009.
144. NEW COURSE: CIOS 252 - Advanced Network Infrastructure Services, 4 credits (4+0); to be offered as demand warrants; effective Spring 2009.

****ADDITIONS 3-3-08 next page****
****ADDITIONS 3-3-08****

(Submitted by Tribal Management)
145. NEW COURSE: TM 274 - Introduction to RIFDS, 1 credit (1+0) in a 2-day format combined with a follow-up audio conference; to be offered as demand warrants, effective Fall 2008.

(Submitted by DANRD – Rural Development)
146. DROP COURSE: RD 256 – Co-Management of Renewable Resources (s), 3 credits (3+0); effective Fall 2008.

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
(Submitted by Biology and Wildlife)
147. CHANGE COURSE: WLF 101 – Survey of Wildlife Science, 1.5 credits (1+0+1.5); change from lecture to lecture and field camps; change from Spring to Fall; effective Fall 2008.
148. PROGRAM CHANGE: B.S., Wildlife Biology – Delete NRM/WLF 431 course requirement and replace with NRM 204; effective Fall 2008.

****ADDITIONS 3-6-08****

GRADUATE SCHOOL
(Submitted by Interdisciplinary Programs)
149. NEW COURSE: INDS 192 – Interdisciplinary Portfolio Development, 1 credit (1+0); graded Pass/Fail; repeatable for up to 3 credits; to be offered Fall and Spring; effective Fall 2008.

****ADDITIONS 3-7-08****

COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES AND MATHEMATICS
(Submitted by Biology and Wildlife)
150. CHANGE COURSE: WLF 460 – Wildlife Nutrition, 3 credits (3+0); add a lab component and change to 4 credits, (3+3); change course description; offered Fall; effective Fall 2008.

****ADDITIONS 3-27-08****

SUBMITTED BY COLLEGE OF RURAL AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
(Submitted by Allied Health)
151. PROGRAM CHANGE: A.A.S., Medical Assistant – Replace the ABUS 108 typing class with HLTH 236, Health Care Reimbursement; effective Fall 2008.
152. PROGRAM CHANGE: Certificate, Medical Assistant – Replace the ABUS 108 typing class with HLTH 236, Health Care Reimbursement; effective Fall 2008.
153. PROGRAM CHANGE: Certificate, Medical Dental Reception – Replace the ABUS 108 typing class with HLTH 236, Health Care Reimbursement; effective Fall 2008.